Large nerve fibers in the ocellar nerves of dragonflies are spontaneously active. In the absence of inhibitory influence the spontaneous activity is rhythmic. Inhibition occurs in the dark-adapted state and during illumination. Miniature inhibitory postsynaptic potentials occur in the dark-adapted state. These modulate by temporary suppression the otherwise rhythmic discharge of ocellar nerve impulses. The presence of random spontaneous receptor cell excitations is inferred from the presence of the miniature i.p.s.p.'s. Light stimulates many or all the receptor cells simultaneously, masking the random spontaneous activity of individual receptor cells. The result is a sustained hyperpolarizing i.p.s.p, and sustained inhibition of the nerve discharge. Preceding resumption of the spontaneous activity at "off" the i.p.s.p, may oscillate, overshoot the baseline as a negative after-potential, or do both. These phases of the off-effect may generate nerve impulses in an off-burst.
I N T R O D U C T I O N T h e insect dorsal ocellus contains a layer of p h o t o r e c e p t o r cells, a synaptic region in which axons of the p h o t o r e c e p t o r cells come into contact with
dendrites of ocellar nerve fibers (the cell bodies of which lie in the brain), and an ocellar nerve along which the ocellar nerve fibers pass into the brain. T h e ocellar E R G can be analyzed into four components, two originating in the p h o t o r e c e p t o r cells, and two in the ocellar nerve fibers (Ruck, 1961 a) . T h e p h o t o r e c e p t o r cell responses to light include a depolarizing sensory generator potential ( c o m p o n e n t 1) and a secondary event ( c o m p o n e n t 2) which p r o b a b l y represents depolarizations of the receptor axons. In dragonflies the ocellar nerve fibers discharge impulses spontaneously in the dark. T h e i r
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response to receptor cell excitation includes a hyperpolarizing postsynaptic potential ( c o m p o n e n t 3) which inhibits the spontaneous impulse discharge ( c o m p o n e n t 4). This paper will be concerned with certain factors which interact to p r o d u c e the spontaneous activity of the d a r k -a d a p t e d state and the off-responses, and with the probable nature of the synaptic transmitter.
E X P E R I M E N T A L M E T H O D S AND M A T E R I A L S
Methods and materials are the same as those described previously (Ruck, 1961 a) with exceptions to be noted in the text.
R E S U L T S

I. Spontaneous and Light-Induced Inhibition of OceUar Nerve Impulses
T h e recordings of Fig. 1 illustrate the electrical activity of nerve fibers in the lateral ocellar nerve of the dragonfly, Libellula vibrans. A forceps electrode grasped the end of the ocellar nerve, which was severed where it entered the brain, and raised it above the level of the h e m o l y m p h ; a reference electrode was placed in the frons. In this recording situation the end of the nerve in contact with the electrode is physiologically inactive (crushed) and serves merely to connect the electrode with the h e m o l y m p h at the point where the nerve enters the air. T h e recorded electrical sign (from the end of the nerve) of an event originating upstream in a living portion of the nerve is opposite to that which would be recorded in the region of origin. Thus, the nerve impulses in Fig. 1 , which never reach the electrode, are recorded as m o n ophasic, positive spikes. For the same reason, the slow potential evoked by light ( Fig. 1 a) appears at the nerve electrode as a negative wave, although it is positive when recorded near its site of origin in the synapses (Ruck, 1961 a) ; this event is interpreted as a hyperpolarizing postsynaptic potential. Activity in the d a r k -a d a p t e d state ( Fig. 1 a, d ) consists of a spontaneous, a r r h y t h m i c discharge of nerve impulses in two ocellar nerve fibers (large spikes and small spikes) associated with slower fluctuations of potential. T h e latter are not attributable to "noise" in the recording circuit since they are suppressed by light. Each interruption in the spontaneous impulse discharge FIGURE 1. Activity of the lateral ocellar nerve of Libellula vibrans. Active electrode on proximal end of ocellar nerve; indifferent electrode in hemolymph beneath the exoskeleton of the frons. Negativity of the nerve lead gives upward deflection. Condenser coupling used; frequency band pass of 0.5 cycle/see, to 2 kilocycles/sec. Record a begins with spontaneous activity of the dark-adapted state; a 5 see. light flash at log I = --6.0 continues through b into c. Series ends with off-discharge in c. Records d and e same as above except that preparation has deteriorated slightly and Log I = --4.5.
coincides with a negative shift in the baseline. This is particularly conspicuous in records d and e. It is suggested that the negative deflections are the electrical sign of a spontaneous and fluctuating inhibitory process at the distal terminals of the ocellar nerve fibers. During the course of each inhibitory potential the discharge tendency of the ocellar nerve fibers is suppressed.
A 5 sec. light flash beginning in a alters the nerve activity in several ways. It generates a sustained hyperpolarizing postsynaptic potential (here distorted by condenser coupling), reduces the amplitude of the spontaneous negative fluctuations, and inhibits the nerve impulses. Both large and small spikes show partial adaptation to a steady stimulus (Fig. 1 a, b) , the small spikes adapting faster than the large ones.
Ocellar nerve impulses are inhibited both by light stimulation of the photoreceptor cells and, apparently, by an arrhythmic, spontaneous process in the dark-adapted state. One wonders what the properties of the impulse discharge might be in the absence of both kinds of inhibitory influence. One might obtain evidence through use of an agent which blocks synaptic transmission selectively, but such an agent has not yet been found. Apparent absence of inhibitory influence occurs under certain conditions in the normal preparation. There is often a brief interval following a period of illumination during which the spontaneous, negative inhibitory potentials characteristic of the dark-adapted state are absent or nearly absent. During this interval (Fig.  1 c) there are more nerve impulses per unit time than in the dark-adapted state and, significantly, the large fiber, at least, discharges rhythmically. Such rhythmic discharges are characteristic of the early off-response only.
The data suggest the following hypothesis. The ocellar nerve fibers are spontaneously and rhythmically active. In the dark-adapted state their tendency to discharge rhythmically is modulated by transient, arrhythmic inhibition. This inhibition is associated with potential changes which have the same electrical sign (negative-going as in Fig. 1 ) as the inhibitory postsynaptic potential evoked by light. Spontaneous and randomized activity of the receptor cells in the dark evokes transient, miniature, inhibitory postsynaptic potentials which momentarily suppress the spontaneous spike discharge in the ocellar nerve fibers. Light stimulation synchronizes excitation of many or all the receptor cells and this results in relatively steady and continuous inhibition of the postsynaptic units: a large, sustained inhibitory postsynaptic potential replaces the miniature transient ones of the darkadapted state. At off the postsynaptic potential declines (it may overshoot, oscillate, or do both; see below) and releases the ocellar nerve fibers from inhibition. A short time is required before the receptor cells resume their spontaneous activity and evoke miniature i.p.s.p.'s. During this brief interval the ocellar nerve fibers, free from inhibition, may discharge rhythmically.
The Nature of the Synaptic Transmitter
There is no direct evidence concerning the nature of the synaptic transmitter, but indirect evidence suggests that it is not an electrical action of the receptor cell potentials on the postsynaptic membrane. Two electrical events originate in the receptor cells (Ruck, 196l a) . One is a sensory generator potential which originates in the rhabdomere-bearing ends of the receptor cells. There is no evidence that the generator potential has any direct action on synaptic processes. It does, however, evoke a secondary electrical response (component 2), presumably of the receptor axons; synaptic transmission occurs only when component 2 is present (Ruck, 1961 a) . Component 2 appears within the ocellus as a dipolar electrical field, the negative "pole" of which lies in the synaptic region. Accordingly, component 2 would be expected, if its electrical effects were all that mattered, to exert a depolarizing action on postsynaptic membrane. The actual postsynaptic response to component 2, however, is a hyperpolarization (component 3). It is unlikely, therefore, that the postsynaptic potential is evoked electrically.
The obvious alternative to an electrical mechanism of synaptic transmission is a chemical one. In this case, excitation of the receptor cells would lead to the release of an inhibitory substance from the receptor axons. Spontaneous inhibition would be explained by the random release of small packets of inhibitory substance by individual receptor axons. The result would be transient, miniature, inhibitory postsynaptic potentials analogous to the miniature, excitatory end plate potentials reported for neuromuscular junctions (Fatt and Katz, 1952) . Light stimulation would result in a more massive release of inhibitory substance and a sustained postsynaptic potential. Though a chemical transmitter substance would account very well for the observed forms of inhibition, there is as yet no direct evidence for such a transmitter.
Spontaneous Rhythmic Activity in Deteriorating Preparations
One form of rhythm not yet described is encountered in deteriorating preparations. Figs. 1 and 2 , recorded from the lateral ocellar nerve of Libellula vibrans, illustrate an example of this rhythm. As the preparation deteriorated the spontaneous inhibitory potentials at first increased in amplitude (Fig. 1 d) but remained arrhythmic. Following a light flash (Fig. 1 e) a rhythm began to appear. A few minutes later (Fig. 2 a) the spontaneous activity of the darkadapted state was again essentially normal. The light flash in Fig. 2 a evoked a sustained inhibitory postsynaptic potential, inhibited the nerve impulses, and reduced the amplitude of the spontaneous inhibitory potentials. At off (middle record) a series of large oscillations at a frequency of about 12/see. appeared. The large oscillations persisted for about 1 see. and were followed
by resumption of the spontaneous activity of the "normal" dark-adapted state. 5 minutes later (Fig. 2 b) preparations are postsynaptic responses to random spontaneous activity of the receptor cells (an hypothesis), then the large oscillations shown in Fig. 2 suggest that as the preparation deteriorates the receptor cells tend to become coupled inter se so that their normally randomized spontaneous activity is replaced by synchronized spontaneous activity.
Variations in Form of the Off-Response
The off-response of Fig. 1 consists mainly of a decline of the inhibitory postsynaptic potential accompanied by a release from inhibition of the impulse-generating mechanism. The postsynaptic potential probably overshoots the baseline somewhat but condenser-coupling of the amplifier masks this effect. Off-responses are frequently more complicated. The postsynaptic potential may oscillate briefly at off and terminate in a rather sustained after-potential. A D. C. recording from the lateral ocellar nerve of Libellula vibrans (Fig. 3  a) illustrates this. The off-response following the 0.5 see. flash begins with three cycles of an oscillation which has a frequency of about 80/see. A nerve impulse arises from the downward deflection of the first cycle. The oscillation is succeeded by an after-potential (downward deflection) which lasts about 0.5 see. During this phase of the off-response the rate of discharge of nerve impulses is higher than the spontaneous discharge rate. Evidence that the off-oscillations originate in the postsynaptic units was obtained in the following way. In three preparations the total ocellar response was recorded at different depths in the ocellus with a glass micropipette electrode which was moved along a path from the surface of the receptor layer toward the head of the ocellar nerve. The technique has been described (Ruck, 1961 a). The receptor cell potentials reversed sign at the base of the receptor cell layer, i.e. somewhat distal to the synaptic region, whereas the inhibitory postsynaptie potential and off-oscillations did not. The latter two events therefore originate in deeper lying structures than do the receptor cells, hence in the postsynaptic units. Condenser-coupling was used in the microelectrode experiments which therefore supplied no information concerning the sustained after-potential. Evidence that the sustained afterpotential originates postsynaptically is as follows: (a) It is a relatively more prominent feature of responses recorded from the ocellar nerve rather than from the cornea; this would be expected for an event originating in the units "nearer" to the nerve electrode (Ruck, 1961 a). (b) Responses of dragonfly ocelli at a certain stage of physiological deterioration may suffer loss of nerve impulses, hyperpolarizing postsynaptic potential, off-oscillations, and sustained after-potential, and yet retain receptor cell potentials (components 1 and 2) in apparently normal condition. A plausible inference is that the sustained after-potential is a depolarizing component of the postsynaptic response. It is believed that if the postsynaptic potential could be wholly isolated it would resemble Fig. 3 d. This is drawn as though recorded with an electrode placed in the ocellus at some point distal to the synaptic region; e.g., in the cornea or just beneath it. Inversion of Fig. 3 d would produce the polarities appropriate to a recording from the end of the ocellar nerve. A brief oscillation occurs in 3 c, sustained after-potentials in both 3 b and 3 c. In both records off-negativity is associated with excitation of ocellar nerve impulses. The form of the off-response varies much from preparation to preparation. Off-oscillations
are sometimes p r o m i n e n t and sometimes not. T h e n u m b e r of cycles varies considerably; sometimes there is only one spike-like half-cycle as in Fig. 3 
Synthesis of a Pure Off-Discharge of Nerve Impulses
D a t a of the preceding section lead to the inference that the discharge of nerve impulses is controlled by the level of postsynaptic m e m b r a n e potentiak This potential in the d a r k -a d a p t e d state apparently fluctuates somewhere between the levels of hyperpolarization attained during illumination and the levels of depolarization attained during off-oscillations and sustained after-potentials. Hyperpolarizations inhibit spontaneous discharge of nerve impulses, depolarizations excite discharge. It should be possible, if this is correct, to generate impulses transiently and at off only. This was accomplished in a two light experiment using one light to establish a steady background illumination sufficient just to inhibit completely the spontaneous discharge of impulses, and a second, flashing light to generate off-oscillations and afterdepolarizations. A microscope illuminator provided the steady level of background illumination, and the intensity was adjusted so as just to inhibit completely the spontaneous discharge of impulses in the dark-adapted state. Light flashes of 1 see. duration at a frequency of 1 flash/5 see. were then superimposed upon the background illumination. These flashes were delivered by the glow modulator stimulator. Nerve impulses occurred only during the off-responses to the flashing light, and arose from the initial cycle of the offoscillation and the sustained after-potential. The flashing light was then turned off, leaving only the background illumination. Total inhibition of nerve impulses persisted until the background illumination was removed, whereupon spontaneous firing of nerve impulses resumed. The dorsal ocellus of the dragonfly is a very sensitive photoreceptor. An E R G can be produced by corneal illumination as low as 10 .5 foot-candles (Ruck, 1958) . Several structural adaptations may be regarded as conducive to high sensitivity. Among these are high degree of convergence of receptor axons on ocellar nerve fibers, multiple synapsing of single receptor axons with dendrites of ocellar nerve fibers, and the presence of a white tapetum (Ruck, 1961 a).
The spontaneous activity described here may be an additional adaptation favoring high sensitivity. If the interpretation of this spontaneous activity is correct, namely, that both receptor cells and ocellar nerve fibers are spontaneously active, then the ocellus has no true threshold in the ordinary sense. If individual receptor cells are undergoing recurrent autoexcitation in the dark, then the threshold to light stimulation of individual cells is changing in time (Pumphrey, 1950; Roeder, 1955) ; at any instant some of the darkadapted receptor cells are probably in the excited state, while others are relatively refractory following prior autoexcitation. As the latter recover, i.e. become progressively more unstable, absorption of progressively smaller numbers of light quanta suffices to excite. The effect of light absorption by the receptor cells includes two electrical events. One is a sensory generator potential which originates in the rhabdomere region of the receptor cells; the other is interpreted as the sum of repetitive, impulse-like events originating in individual receptor axons (Ruck, 1961 a, b) . Instability of the receptor axons may alone be responsible for the spontaneous activity of the receptor cells. Alternatively, the generator potential mechanism may be unstable. Whichever is the case, excitatory effects of absorbed quanta are superimposed upon variations in excitability of the neural processes of the receptor cell. At some instant in a cycle of spontaneous activity, absorption of a certain minimal number of quanta may suffice to activate a receptor cell a little sooner than it would have been otherwise. With a large number of receptor cells, one or more cells are likely to be "sensitive" to the minimal number of quanta at any instant.
In dragonfly ocelli all the receptor axons converge upon three or four ocellar nerve fibers. Effects of a few quanta captured by scattered receptor cells may thus be brought to bear upon the same post-units. Each receptor axon makes numerous synaptic contacts with the numerous dendritic branches which it crosses in passage through the synaptic region. It is possible, therefore, that single excitatory events in one or a few receptor axons may evoke adequate postsynaptic potentials by the processes of both spatial and temporal summation.
Receptor cell activity produces inhibitory modulation of the spontaneously generated ocellar nerve impulses. Such modulation goes on in the light and in the dark; it is merely increased in the light. It is the task of the central nervous system to detect that change in inhibitory modulation which distinguishes spontaneous from photic excitation of the receptor cells. Noticeable differences in the rate of nerve impulse discharge can be detected at levels of illumination lower than those required to elicit ERG's, hence at levels lower than 10 -5 foot-candles measured at the cornea. The "absolute" threshold has not been determined more precisely than this.
In conclusion it may be mentioned that the dragonfly ocellus promises to be useful in the study of synaptic inhibition in insects. The ocellar synapses are thus far the only naturally "isolated" morphologically identifiable ones in insects whose action appears to be strictly inhibitory.
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